Studies on the Way

Primer II Lesson 15

接受 / Jiēshòu / Accept
接待【jiēdài】 receive; admit.
接【jiē】 come to contact with; come close to; connect; join; put together; catch;
take hold of; receive; meet; welcome; take over.
待【dāi】 <informal> stay.

接
待
权柄【quánbǐng】 power; authority.
权【quán】 right; power; authority; advantageous position; <formal> counterpoise;
weight (of a steelyard); weigh; tentatively; for the time being; expediency; (quan2) a
surname.
柄【bǐng】 handle; stem (of a flower, leaf or fruit); <formal> power; authority.

权
柄
扣门【kòumén】to knock on the door (literary).
扣【kòu】 button up; buckle; place a cup, bowl, etc. upside down; cover with an
inverted cup, bowl, etc.; detain; take into custody; arrest; deduct; discount; knot;
button; buckle; smash (the ball).
门【mén】 entrance; door; gate; valve; switch; way to do sth.; knack; family;
(religious) sect; school (of thought); class; category; phylum; a surname.

扣
门
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进入【jìnrù】 enter; get into.
进【jìn】 advance; move forward; move ahead; enter; come or go into; get into;
receive; eat; drink; take; submit; present; into; in; any of the several rows of houses
within an old-style residential compound; score a goal.
入【rù】 enter; join; be admitted into; become a member of; income; conform to;
agree with.

进
入
享受【xiǎngshòu】 enjoy; enjoyment; treat.
受【shòu】 receive; accept; suffer; be subjected to; stand; endure; bear; <dialect>
be pleasant.

享
受
站【zhàn】 stand; be on one's feet; take a stand; stop; halt; station; stop; station or
centre for rendering certain services.

站

Supplementary Vocabulary
凡【fán】 commonplace; ordinary; this mortal world; the earth; every; any; all;
<formal> altogether; <formal> outline; <music> a note of the scale in 'gongchepu',
corresponding to 4 in numbered musical notation.
福音【fúyīn】 Gospel; glad tidings.
信靠【xìnkào】
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信【xìn】 true; confidence; trust; faith; believe; profess faith in; believe in; at will; at
random; without plan; sign; evidence; letter; mail; message; word; information; fuse.
靠【kào】 lean against; lean on; keep to; get near; come up to; near by; depend on;
rely on.
成为【chéngwéi】 become; turn into.
听见【tīngjiàn】 hear.
羡慕【xiànmù】 admire; envy.
外【wài】 outer; outward; outside; other; foreign; external; (relatives) of one's
mother, sisters or daughters; not of the same organization, class, ect; not closely
related; besides; in addition; beyond; unofficial.
门外汉【ménwàihàn】 layman; the uninitiated.
死【sǐ】 die; to the death; extremely; to death; implacable; deadly; fixed; rigid;
inflexible.

外
死
Reading & Writing Chinese (Simplified Character Edition Third Edition; Willian
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*Cheng & Tsui Chinese Character Dictionary, Wang Huidi Editor-in-Chief . ISBN
0-88727-314-9. This book has stroke order.
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